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Both are liquid, easily accessible, and relatively safe securities. Although money market funds and short-term
bonds have many similarities, they also differ in several ways. Money Market The money market is part of the
fixed-income market that specializes in short-term debt securities that mature in less than one year. Most
money market investments often mature in three months or less. Because of their quick maturity dates , these
are considered cash investments. Money market securities are issued by governments, financial institutions,
and large corporations as promises to repay debts. They are considered extremely safe and conservative,
especially during volatile times. Access to the money market is typically obtained through money market
mutual funds or a money market bank account. Shares can be bought or sold as desired, often through
check-writing privileges. A minimum balance is typically required, and a limited number of monthly
transactions are allowed. Because of the liquidity of the money market, lower returns are realized when
compared to other investments. Purchasing power is limited, especially when inflation increases. If an account
drops below the minimum balance required, or the number of monthly transactions is exceeded, a penalty may
be assessed. With such limited returns, fees can take away much of the profit. Bonds Bonds have much in
common with money market securities. A bond is issued by a government or corporation as a promise to pay
back money borrowed to finance specific projects and activities. In such cases, more money is needed than the
average bank can provide, which is why organizations turn to the public for assistance. Buying a bond means
giving the issuer a loan for a set duration. The issuer pays a predetermined interest rate at set intervals until the
bond matures. A higher interest rate generally means a higher risk of complete repayment with interest. Most
bonds can be bought through a full service or discount brokerage. Government agencies sell government
bonds online and deposit payments electronically. Some financial institutions also transact government
securities with their clients. Short-term bonds can be relatively low-risk, predictable income. Stronger returns
can be realized when compared to money markets. Some bonds even come tax-free. A short-term bond offers
a higher potential yield than money market funds. Buying and holding a bond until it is due means receiving
the principal and interest according to the stated rate. Bonds carry more risk than money market funds. If
interest rates go down, the bond may be called , paid off, and reissued at a lower rate, resulting in lost income
for the bond owner. If interest rates go up, the bond owner could lose money, in the sense of opportunity cost ,
by having the money tied up in the bond rather than invested elsewhere. The Bottom Line There are pros and
cons to investing in money markets funds and short-term bonds. Furthermore, money is available when
needed, and limited transactions discourage removing funds. Short-term bonds typically yield higher interest
rates than money market funds, so the potential to earn more income over time is greater. Municipal bonds are
tax exempt, saving high-income earners money. Overall, short-term bonds appear to be a better investment
than money market funds. Trading Center Want to learn how to invest? Get a free 10 week email series that
will teach you how to start investing. Delivered twice a week, straight to your inbox.
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Many corporate and government bonds are publicly traded; others are traded only over-the-counter OTC or
privately between the borrower and lender. How Bonds Work When companies or other entities need to raise
money to finance new projects, maintain ongoing operations, or refinance existing debts, they may issue bonds
directly to investors. The borrower issuer issues a bond that includes the terms of the loan, interest payments
that will be made, and the time at which the loaned funds bond principal must be paid back maturity date. The
interest rate that determines the payment is called the coupon rate. The actual market price of a bond depends
on a number of factors: The face value of the bond is what will be paid back to the borrower once the bond
matures. Most bonds can be sold by the initial bond holder to other investors after they have been issued. In
other words, a bond investor does not have to hold a bond all the way through to its maturity date. Are you
ready to invest in bonds? Example Because fixed rate coupon bonds will pay the same percentage of its face
value over time, the market price of the bond will fluctuate as that coupon becomes more or less attractive
compared to the prevailing interest rates. As long as nothing else changes in the interest rate environment, the
price of the bond should remain at its par value. Investors who want a higher coupon rate will have to pay
extra for the bond in order to entice the original owner to sell. The bond market tends to move inversely with
interest rates because bonds will trade at a discount when interest rates are rising and at a premium when
interest rates are falling. Characteristics of Bonds Most bonds share some common basic characteristics
including: Face value is the money amount the bond will be worth at maturity; it is also the reference amount
the bond issuer uses when calculating interest payments. Coupon rate is the rate of interest the bond issuer will
pay on the face value of the bond, expressed as a percentage. Coupon dates are the dates on which the bond
issuer will make interest payments. Payments can be made in any interval, but the standard is semiannual
payments. Maturity date is the date on which the bond will mature and the bond issuer will pay the bondholder
the face value of the bond. Issue price is the price at which the bond issuer originally sells the bonds. If the
issuer has a poor credit rating , the risk of default is greater, and these bonds pay more interest. Bonds that
have a very long maturity date also usually pay a higher interest rate because the bond holder is more exposed
to interest rate and inflation risks. These bonds have a higher risk of default in the future and investors demand
a higher coupon payment to compensate them for that risk. Bonds and bond portfolios will rise or fall in value
as interest rates change. The use of the term duration in this context can be confusing to new bond investors
because it does not refer to the length of time the bond has before maturity. These factors are difficult to
calculate, and the analysis required is usually done by professionals. Bond Issuers Corporate bonds are issued
by companies. Municipal bonds are issued by states and municipalities. Some municipal bonds offer tax-free
coupon income for investors. Government bonds such as those issued by the U. The entire category of bonds
issued by a government treasury are often collectively referred to as "treasuries. There are also other types of
bonds issued by borrowers. Zero-coupon bonds do not pay coupon payments, and instead are issued at a
discount to their par value that will generate a return once the bondholder is paid the full face value when the
bond matures. Treasury bills are a zero-coupon bond. For example, the U. That equates to a total annual yield
of 2. Convertible bonds are debt instruments with an embedded option that allows bondholders to convert their
debt into stock equity at some point, depending on certain conditions like the share price. The convertible
bond may the best solution for the company because they would have lower interest payments while the
project was in its early stages. If the investors converted their bonds, the other shareholders would be diluted,
but they company would not have to pay any more interest or the principal of the bond. The investors who
purchased a convertible bond may think this is a great solution because they can profit from the upside in the
stock if the project is successful. They are taking more risk by accepting a lower coupon payment, but the
potential reward if the bonds are converted could make that trade-off acceptable. Callable or Putable bonds
also have an embedded option but it is different than what is found in a convertible bond. A callable bond is
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riskier for the bond buyer because the bond is more likely to be called when it is rising in value. Remember,
when interest rates are falling, bond prices rise. A putable bond allows the bond holders to put or sell the bond
back to the company before it has matured. This is valuable for investors who are worried that a bond may fall
in value, or if they think interest rates will rise and they want to get their principal back before the bond falls
in value. The bond issuer may include a put option in the bond that benefits the bondholders in return for a
lower coupon rate or just to induce the bond sellers to make the initial loan. A putable bond usually trades at a
higher value than a bond without a put option but with the same credit rating, maturity, and coupon rate
because it is more valuable to the bond holders. The possible combinations of embedded puts, calls, and
convertibility rights in a bond are endless and each one is unique. Generally, individual investors rely on bond
professionals to select individual bonds or bond funds that meet their investing goals. Bonds Summary A bond
represents a promise by a borrower to pay a lender their principal and usually interest on a loan. Bonds are
issued by governments, municipalities, and corporations. The interest rate coupon rate , principal amount and
maturities will vary from one bond to the next in order to meet the goals of the bond issuer borrower and the
bond buyer lender. Most bonds issued by companies include options that can increase or decrease their value
and can make comparisons difficult for non-professionals. Bonds can be bought or sold before they mature,
and many are publicly listed and can be traded with a broker.
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This figure is likely to have excluded the inter-governmental debts such as those held by the Federal Reserve
and the Social Security Trust Fund. Volatility[ edit ] Bond market prices. For market participants who own a
bond, collect the coupon and hold it to maturity, market volatility is irrelevant; principal and interest are
received according to a pre-determined schedule. But participants who buy and sell bonds before maturity are
exposed to many risks, most importantly changes in interest rates. When interest rates increase, the value of
existing bonds falls, since new issues pay a higher yield. Likewise, when interest rates decrease, the value of
existing bonds rises, since new issues pay a lower yield. This is the fundamental concept of bond market
volatilityâ€”changes in bond prices are inverse to changes in interest rates. A tight consensus is generally
reflected in bond prices and there is little price movement in the market after the release of "in-line" data. If
the economic release differs from the consensus view, the market usually undergoes rapid price movement as
participants interpret the data. Uncertainty as measured by a wide consensus generally brings more volatility
before and after a release. Economic releases vary in importance and impact depending on where the economy
is in the business cycle. Influence[ edit ] Bond markets determine the price in terms of yield that a borrower
must pay in order to receive funding. In one notable instance, when President Bill Clinton attempted to
increase the U. But now I would like to come back as the bond market. You can intimidate everybody. Many
bonds have minimums imposed by the bond or the dealer. Bonds typically pay interest at set intervals. Bonds
with fixed coupons divide the stated coupon into parts defined by their payment schedule , for example,
semi-annual pay. Bonds with floating rate coupons have set calculation schedules where the floating rate is
calculated shortly before the next payment. Zero-coupon bonds do not pay interest. They are issued at a deep
discount to account for the implied interest. Because most bonds have predictable income, they are typically
purchased as part of a more conservative investment scheme. Nevertheless, investors have the ability to
actively trade bonds, especially corporate bonds and municipal bonds with the market and can make or lose
money depending on economic, interest rate, and issuer factors. Bond interest is taxed as ordinary income, in
contrast to dividend income, which receives favorable taxation rates. However many government and
municipal bonds are exempt from one or more types of taxation. Investment companies allow individual
investors the ability to participate in the bond markets through bond funds , closed-end funds and
unit-investment trusts. These securities allow individual investors the ability to overcome large initial and
incremental trading sizes. Most indices are parts of families of broader indices that can be used to measure
global bond portfolios, or may be further subdivided by maturity or sector for managing specialized portfolios.
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Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
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